FICTION

The most translated Flemish novel
ever

Cheese
WILLEM ELSSCHOT
Since its publication in English in 2002, ‘Cheese’ has conquered the
world with translations in almost 30 languages. The novella deals
with an episode in the life of Frans Laarmans, a clerk who is
suddenly made chief representative in Belgium and Luxembourg of
a Dutch cheese company. Laarmans is saddled with a consignment
of 370 cases containing 10,000 full-cream Edam cheeses. He stores
the cheese in his cellar, sets up an office and waits. But nothing
happens. Ultimately disillusioned, Laarmans ends up back in his job
as clerk.

AUTHOR

One can speak of Elsschot’s oeuvre as great
European literature
FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG

‘Cheese’ is a satire of the hard business world and the perfect
vehicle for Elsschot’s dry humorous style. In a brilliant evocation
of the thirties, it depicts a world full of smart operators and failed
businessmen.
The book is, above all, about human shortcomings and no one
writes about them as well as Elsschot does. In the words of his
fellow writer Louis Paul Boon: ‘He loves like a mother and makes
assessments like a bailiff.’ Elsschot is one of the greatest twentiethcentury Dutch-language writers and generation after generation
has had the pleasure of rediscovering his small but masterly
oeuvre.

No one portrays the failures of the petitbourgeoisie like Elsschot – ruthlessly, yet
full of mercy *****
HUMO

ORIGINAL TITLE Kaas (1933, 120 pp. Latest
edition by Polis, 2017)
PRIZES Constantijn Huygens Prize
RIGHTS SOLD English (Granta), French (Le
Castor Astral), German (Aufbau), Spanish
(Losada), Italian (Iperborea), Finnish (Basam
Books), Estonian (Verb), Danish (S.O.L.),
Swedish (Malexis), Hungarian (Gondolat),
Polish (PIW), Czech (Jiskry), Japanese
(Wedge), Portuguese (Brazil) (José Olympio),
Afrikaans (Academica), Turkish (Kanat),
Lithuanian (Alma Littera), Albanian (Fan Noli),
Russian (Progress), Complex Chinese (JiaXi), Serbian (Amatersko pozorište "Neretva"),
Hebrew (Am Oved), Serbo-Croatian
(LutErazmo), Slovak (Európa), Catalan
(Angle Editorial), Bosnian (AP Neretva),
Frisian (Atheneum-Polak & Van Gennep),
Indonesian (Gramedia), Korean (Open
Books), Arabic (Sphinx), Mongolian (Nepko)
TRANSLATION RIGHTS Julie Verhaert julie.verhaert@pelckmansuitgevers.be

Additional translated editions next to the ones listed in the column on the
right: English (Alma), German (Eugen Diederichs / Unionsverlag),
Danish (Husets), Hungarian (Forum), Czech (Albert).

TRANSLATION GRANTS Marieke Roels marieke@flandersliterature.be , Elise
Vanoosthuyse - elise@flandersliterature.be

